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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we show how the porous medium equation arises in the 
description of certain large systems of interacting particles, whose time 
evolution is given by coupled ordinary differential equations. In particular, 
we study for each NE N a set of N interacting particles in R”, whose 
positions A$, evolve according to 
-$-G(t)= -; 5 VV,(X~(t)-X;(f)), k = 1, . . . . N, (1.1) 
m=l 
m#k 
for some sufficiently nice symmetric interaction potential V, on Rd. V, is 
assumed to be obtained from some fixed function V, by the scaling 
VN(X) = x”, V,(XNX), (1.2) 
xN = NBld, PE@, 11. (1.3) 
We are interested in the bulk behaviour of the whole population of the 
particles, and therefore a natural object for mathematical investigation is 
the probability measure valued empirical process 
where 6, is the Dirac measure concentrated at a E Rd. 
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Our result can be expressed in a formal way as: 
Suppose that X,(O) converges as N+ co to the function 
pO, Then X,(t) converges in the limit N + CC for any t > 0 
to p( ., t), where p is the solution of a porous medium 
equation with initial datum pO. 
Depending on the scaling parameter /I, we obtain different versions of the 
porous medium equation as limit dynamics. In particular, we obtain for 
/I E (0, 1) Boussiflesq’s equation 
=; GCV,] dp2(x, l). P(.?o)=PoT (1.4) 
where G[ V,] = jwd V,(x) dx. On the other hand, we derive for p = 1 in the 
case d = 1 the generalized version 
$4x, t) =; (Ax, t) FC v, 9 A-y, t)l)“, P(.?o)=Pov (1.5) 
with 
(1.6) 
Our result in this latter case describes the so-called hydrodynamic limit of 
a one-dimensional particle system with gradient dynamics. Of course, our 
assumptions (cf. (2.5), (3.1), (3.2)) have to assure the positivity of G[ V,] 
and J’CV,,pl. 
We continue with a formal derivation of our result, where we try to 
reveal the differences between the cases p E (0, 1) and b = 1. For differen- 
tiable V, its symmetry implies VV,(O)=O, and we can write (1.1) as 
k = 1, . . . . N, 
with 
g.&, t)=; c V,(x-X”,(t)). m=, 
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This yields a description of A’%( by a system of integral equations 
(X, (t) f(. t))=l % f(Xk(t) I) v, 9 N N 7 &=I 
= (X,(O),f( ., 0)) 
+ x,(s),(vR~(.,s))vf(.,s)+~f(.,s) 
f E C#Px [O, ‘co)), t 20. (1.8) 
Here we used the abbreviation (p, h ) = jRd h(x) p(dx) for a measure /J and 
a real-valued function h on Rd. 
Next, we assume the existence of a function p: Rd x [O, CC )+ [w + , such 
that 
i.e., p(x, t) is the asymptotic density of the particles near x at time 1. Our 
aim is the determination of the dynamics of t + p( ., t). We realize by (1.8) 
that the main obstacle is the identification of the asymptotic behaviour as 
N -+ co of the term jh (X,(S), VgN( ., S) Vf( e)) ds, in which X, enters in 
a nonlinear way. 
Formally we can obtain a more handsome version of this expression, 
where for simplicity we assume d = 1. 
<X,(s), Ad.3 s)f’> 
=+,gl WXk,(s)-XIN(~))f’(XkN(S)) 
=g2 i G(G(+~!v(~)) Cf’Wk,(s))-f’(q&))l 
&.I= I 
(by the symmetry of VN) 
z; + f V~(Xk,(s) - X’,(s))(Xk,(s) - X’,(s)) f “(X”,(s)). (1.10) 
&,I= I 
In our framework the particles typically are repelling each other. Therefore 
one may hope that they tend to be distributed fairly regularly in R; i.e., as 
N + co the distances between neighbouring particles near x at time s may 
be expected to be approximately (Np(x, s)) - ‘. To give some meaning to this 
statement, we assume that the neighbours of any fixed particle at position 
X;(s) are located at 
Xk,“(s)~XxkN(s)+l(Np(Xk,(s), s))-‘, I= . . . . -l,O, 1, ... . (1.11) 
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Inserting (1.2), (1.3) and this assumption, which usually is called the 
hypothesis of local equilibrium (cf. Section 4.B) into (1.10) yields 
(X,(s), gx.9 s)f’> 
We have extended the l-summation from --oc) to cc, since this contributes 
only a negligible error, if V, is decreasing sulliciently fast at infinity. 
At this point the differences between the cases p E (0, 1) and j3 = 1 
appear. If /? E (0, 1). then 
=p(..s)~ xV;(x)dx= -~(.,s)GCv,l, R 
whereas we obtain for /I = 1 
Nfl m v, NBl ND1 - 
N = ( 
-= -FCV,,P(., s)l. (1.12) 
I= --m > ’ Qt., s) NP(.,s) 
Therefore, ( 1.8 k( 1.10) yield the limit equations 
<A-, t)J-> = <PoJ-) ++,I j; (pt.9 s12J-“) 4 
fEC@), tao, 
for p E (0, 1 ), resp. 
(1.13) 
fd@), tao, (1.14) 
if /? = 1. These equations are weak versions of (1.4), (1.5). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, resp. 3, we present the 
exact formulations of our results in the cases fl E (0, l), resp. /I = 1. 
Section 4 contains a discussion of these results. Finally, the proofs can be 
found in Section 5, resp. 6. 
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2. THE CASE /3~(0, 1): 
CONVERGENCE TO BOUSSINESQ'S EQUATION 
First we collect the assumptions on the interaction potential V,. Then 
we discuss some analytic aspects of Boussinesq’s equation, which are 
relevant in our context. In a third subsection we present our result. 
A. Assumptions on V, 
To assure unique existence of the solutions X:, k = 1, . . . . N, of the system 
(1.1) we first assume 
v, E c;(Rd). (2.1) 
Furthermore, we assume that V, can be written as a convolution product 
v,b)=~Rd W,(Y) W,(x-Y)dY=(W, * W;)(x) (2.2) 
of a real-valued function W, on Rd with its reflected version W;(x) = 
W,( -x). 
Let 
k ,,..., k,=O ,..., [ 1 d+2 +l - 2 ’ 
d+2 
k,+ ... +k,< 2 +I, [ 1 j = 1, . . . . d. 
We assume that the functions W, and U k$,,-,.kdCj satisfy 
VW, EL”(Rd), 
o< W,(x) dx < co, 
k Ir . . . . k,=O, . . . . 
d+2 [ 1 ---j-- , 
l<k,+ ... +kd< y , [ 1 j = 1, . . . . d, 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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I'F?,....,kd;j (x)1 < C(1 + lXI)-(d+l)‘*, 
k I, . . . . kd=O, . . . . 
d+2 [ 1 2 + 1, 
d+2 
k,+ ... +k,= 2 + 1, [ 1 j = 1, . . . . d, (2.7) 
where y(p) = (27~)-“‘~ JRdeiPxf(x) d x is the Fourier transform of some 
functionf, and [x]=sup{n~Z:n<x}. 
Here and in the rest of this paper we use the symbol C to denote any 
positive constant. 
When we study convergence to weak solutions of Boussinesq’s equation, 
which are not classical solutions, we have to restrict to one dimension. In 
this case we need the convexity of V, on either side of the origin: 
v, E C3~\Pl,? Py( x) > 0 for x#O. (2.8) 
Although (2.1) cannot hold now, a moment’s thought shows that unique 
existence of the solution of (1.1) is established again, if we additionally 
assume 
Gm z J?(O) for k,m= 1, . . . . N, kfm. (2.9) 
Note that (2.2), (2.4), (2.8) imply 
v,(x), w( -x) vi(x) > 0, XE R\(O). (2.10) 
In particular, the interaction is purely repulsive and has decreasing strength 
as the distance increases. Therefore, for any NE IV and T> 0 
d,= inf( IXk,(t) - X;(t)1 :k, m= 1, . . . . N,k#m, t<T}>O; (2.11) 
i.e., no pair of particles will meet in the course of time, and the singularity 
of Vi in 0 will not show up. 
Remark. (a) Let d=l and W,(~)=(l/T(a)jCla)‘~-‘e-;XS’llCo,m,(Y) be a 
gamma density. Then, assumptions (2.1). (2.3 b( 2.7) are satisfied for a > 0, 
a 2 2. On the other hand, (2.3)-(2.8) are valid for CI== 1. In this case 
V,(x) = (x/2) exp( --CI 1x1) is a bilateral exponential density. By using the 
identity x6(x)=0 (6( .) is the delta function), we easily check U i,‘,l,,(x) = 
-IX*X exp( -ax) II cO,z,(x). Hence, the functions U i? ,,,__, kd;j may be well 
defined, even if W, has a singularity at the origin. 
(b) Let da 1 be arbitrary and Wirl(x) = (-A + 1))’ (x), r= 1, 2, . . . . 
be Green’s funcrion of ( - A + 1)‘. W i’] is positive, integrable and together 
with its partial derivatives exponentially decreasing at infinity. Moreover, 
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we have W?](p) = (27~~“’ (1 +P>)-~. Therefore, U’,(.) = W\‘l( .) is 
a probability density on R”. and (2.1), (2.3))(2.7) hold for Y > 
max((d+ 2)/4, d/2:. 
B. Some Aspects of Boussinesq’s Equation 
The porous medium equation, in particular Boussinesq’s equation, is a 
prominent example of a nonlinear diffusion equation, which has been 
studied extensively in the literature. A survey of its characteristic features 
and a list of references can be found, e.g., in [3]. For our purposes it is 
important that it is parabolic; i.e., the diffusion coefficient is positive, in 
those regions of space, where its solution p is positive, and gets degenerate, 
whenever p tends to 0. This entails that p is smooth, whenever it is positive. 
On the other hand, if p( -, 0) has compact support, then p( ., t) has compact 
support too for any t 2 0. In general higher derivatives of p( ., t) will be 
singular at the boundary 8Q, of Ql = supp(p( ., t)). It is possible that the 
derivatives of order 22 explode at some t* >O, even if p( ., 0) was 
smooth (cf. Cl]). For d> 1 also Vp( ., t) can get unbounded (cf. [3]). In 
such situations p does not solve the classical equation (1.4) for all positive 
times, but rather some weak version, e.g., ( 1.13) or 
(Pt.3 tL.f(., t)> 
=(P~.~(.,O))+G[Y,I~~(P(.,Y),(--VP(.,S))V~(.,S)+~~(.,S))~S 
fEC$RdX [O, co)), tao. (2.12) 
Basic properties of the solution of this equation are summarized in: 
PROPOSITION (2.13). Assume 
p,EC;(W)nL’(W) for some t( > 0, 
(2.14) 
po(.)>O, vp,EL2([wd). 
(i) Then (2.12) has a unique positive solution p satisfying 
i ’ IlVp’( ., s)ll: ds < m, 
o<t<cq (2.15 
0 
llP(., t)llqG IIPOl14? qE[l, Co], O<t<co, (2.16) 
with equality for q = 1, and 
PE C,I@x I3 00)). (2.17) 
(ii) p is infinitely differentiable in u= {(x, l)ERdX(O, 00): 
p(x, t) > O}. In particular, p satisfies the classical equation (1.4) in U. 
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(iii) For d= 1, suppose additionally 
pbELm(!R). (2.18) 
Then, 
IIP’(.? t)ll,< IIPbllqr qE[2,03], o<r<cG. (2.19) 
In (2.14) we denote by Ci([Wd) the set of bounded Hiilder continuous 
functions on Rd with Holder exponent IX. 
Proof First, we note that (2.2), (2.5) imply 0~ G[ V,] < LX. The 
unique existence of a solution p of (2.12) with 
II ’ (p2(x,s)+~Vp2(x,s)~‘)dxds<co, o<t<co, 0 Fe 
is proved in [21]. Relation (2.17) is derived in [S]. 
Next, (2.16), (2.19) can be shown by first proving it for the solution pE 
of the uniformly parabolic equation 
a 
,P,(-~7 t)=GCV,l V-(P,(x, t)Vpb, t))+~dp,(x, t), 
PA& 0) = (PO *P&)9 
where p,(x) = (271s) pd12 exp( -x2/2&), and then taking the limit E + 0. 
Proposition (2.13)(ii) follows from (2.17) and the classical theory of 
quasilinear parabolic equations, cf. [9]. 
In this paper po, and hence p( ., t) too, will always be a probability 
density. 
Unfortunately the regularity of the solution of (2.12) which is provided 
by Proposition (2.13), is not enough for our purposes. We shall formulate 
essentially two convergence results involving classical, resp. weak, solutions 
of Boussinesq’s equation. Instead of giving additional conditions on the 
initial datum p. and using known results from the literature to derive 
properties of the solution p, which are advantageous to us in those different 
situations, we prefer to give conditions for p directly. 
In our first special case, when we study the convergence to classical 
solutions of Boussinesq’s equation, we need 
sup sup 
l<T O~k,,....k~~C(d+Z~iZ]+Z /I 
,jk,+ +kd 
(axlp . . . (avxd)kdp(‘7 ‘) a < cc 
II 
ISk,+ +kd~[(d+2)/21+2 
for some T E (0, cc ). (PI) 
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This condition holds, e.g., if p0 is strictly positive and p0 E Gild+ ” ‘I + 2(R”). 
Condition (Pl ) allows an improvement of (2.15 ). For a classical solution p 
of (1.4) we obtain 
Ilbi., t)ll; = Ilvpo II: - GC V,] I’ (dp( ., s), A/?( ., s)) ds 
0 
= ll~~oIl:-2GCW j.; (<P(., s), I44., s)l’> 
+(&(.,s), IW.,s)l’))ds 
< IlV~oll: + Cj-; (1 + IIW., dll:) ds. 
Therefore, by (2.14) and Gronwall’s Lemma 
SUP IlVP( ., f)ll: < 02. 
l<T 
(2.20) 
Later when investigating the convergence to weak solutions of 
Boussinesq’s equation with compact support, we have to restrict to one 
dimension. Then we assume in addition to (2.14) 
Q, = supp(p( ., t)) is a bounded interval for t E [0, T], 
sup{ Ip”(x, r)] :x~int(Q,), ZE [0, r]} < a, 
sup{Ip”‘(x, t)l:x~int(Q,), dist(x, aQ,)as, te [0, 7J) <co 
for any E > 0. 
(P2) 
Condition (P2) is satistied, e.g., if Q, is a bounded interval, and if p. is in 
Ci within Qo, and if additionally p. is concave in Q, (cf. [2, 7]), or more 
generally, if the boundaries of Q, are moving at time t = 0 (cf. [4]). 
C. The Result for p E (0, 1) 
To study the asymptotics of the empirical processes X, we introduce 
smooth versions 
h,(x, I) = (X,(t) * W,# J(x), 
W;(x) = G[ I’,] -I;’ x$ W,(x+). 
Since (2.2) implies G[ VI] = (jRgd W,(y)&)‘, the function WT is a 
probability density, and therefore h,( ., I) is also a probability density, 
which is obtained from X,(t) by distributing the “masses” of the particles 
slightly around their positions. 
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Additionally we define the metric 
on the space Y(Rd) of probability measures on Rd. This metric generates 
the weak-*-topology on B(Rd), i.e., the weakest topology, such that the 
functions p + (p,f), f~ C,(Rd), are continuous, cf. [6]. 
Part (i) of the following theorem describes the asymptotics of the func- 
tions h,, whereas the second part, which gives the limit behaviour of the 
processes X, directly, is a less difficult consequence of (i). 
THEOREM (2.21). Let fl~(O, 1). Assume (1.1~(1.3), (2.2)-(2.7), (2.14), 
lim llhd ., 0) - p. II z = 0, (2.22) N-cc 
and additionally (2.1), (Pl) for arbitrary da 1, or (2.8), (2.9), (2.18), (P2) 
for d = 1. Then 
(i) lim SUP llh,d., t)-d., t)lli N-z I r<i- 
+JboTf c If if V~NWk,(S) - cxs)) 
k-l m=l 
mfk 
-G[I’,]Vp(Xk,(s),s) ‘ds =O, 
I I 
(2.23) 
where p is the unique solution of (2.12). 
(ii) lim sup 11X,(t)-p(., t)ll,=O. 
N-C.2 1<T 
(2.24) 
Remark (2.25). (a) If (2.1) holds, i.e., if we can use the representation 
(1.7) for the dynamics (l.l), we can write (2.23) as 
lim sup llhN(-, t)-P(., m: 
N - r tgT 
+ joT (xN(s)v IVgN( ‘7 s)-G[I’,]Vp(.,.~)l~)ds 
(b) In the case d= 1, where (2.8), (2.9) and (P2) are assumed, p’( ., S) 
is in general not well defined at the boundary 8Q, of the support of p( ., s). 
However, by (5.36), which also holds for X,, g,, h, instead of XN,o, 
gN,or h N.CZ? and since at these two boundary points at most two particles 
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can be located (cf. (2.11 j), the asymptotics of the second term on the left 
side of (2.23), (2.26) or similar expressions in the rest of this paper are not 
influenced by a particular choice of p’( ., s) at a&. 
(c) In (2.23), (2.26) the function W, is used in two different ways: 
First in the definition of the dynamics (1 ‘lV = W,. * W ,; ), and second as a 
mollfier (/I,,,,( ., t) = G[ V,] PI.’ (X,v(t) * W,)( .)). 
(d) Equation (2.23) is not only a convergence result for the 
empirical processes X, of the locations of the particles, but also for 
the empirical processes of the velocities t + X’;(t) = ( l/N) C,“=, [ - (l/N) 
z:= ,.,n+k v&co) - vJf))l &r$t,. In particular, we obtain easily 
from (2.23 )
lim j’<G(tM., f)> dt=GCV,l ok, l), (-VP(., t)).f(., t)> dt, N-r 0 0 
fE C,( lFP x [O, z--J; W). 
3. THE CASE /I = 1: THE HYDRODYNAMIC LIMIT 
We assume throughout this section /? = d = 1. The present case /I = 1 is 
distinct from the preceding case j E (0, 1) in at least two aspects: The 
heuristic interpretation of the dynamics (1.1) (cf. Section 4.A), and the limit 
dynamics (cf. (1.4), (1.5)). Therefore it is not surprising at all that we need 
fairly different assumptions on V, and the initial data po, X,(O), NE N. 
We assume 
Vl E C4(~\{O)k V(p’(x) s-0, XE R\{O}, (3.1) 
Ivy’(x)1 <C(l+ Ixl)-2-k, k=O, 1,2, 1x1 2 1. (3.2) 
Assumptions (3.1), (3.2) are satisfied, e.g., for a bilateral exponential 
density V,(x) = (a/2) exp( -a Ix/), a > 0. 
Moreover, we assume 
X,(O) is symmetric with respect o 0, XL(O) < XL(O) < . . . < X:(O), (3.3) 
Xk,(O) - X”,- ‘(0) is decreasing in k E { 2 , . . . . [T]} 1 (3.4) 
inf{iV(Xk,(O)--Xk,-l(O)):k=2, . . . . N, NE N} >O, 
sup{N(Xk,(O)-Xk,P’(0)):k=2,...,N;N~N}<~, 
lim II~N(0)-~oIl.=O. N-co 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
We can state now our result. 
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THEOREM (3.8). Let d=P= 1. Assume (l.lk(1.3), (3.1k(3.7). Then for 
any T>O 
lim sup W,(t) - P(., t)ll* = 0, (3.9) 
N-a r$T 
wherep is the uniquesolution of (1.14) in L’(Rx [0, T])nL”(Rx [0, T]). 
4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND 
THE RELATION TO OTHER WORK 
This section contains some remarks on the dynamics (l.l), on the 
differences between the cases /I E (0, 1) and /I = 1, and moreover some 
comments on the relation to other work. 
A. Some Remarks on the Dynamics (1.1 ), Resp. (1.7) 
In the situations considered in this paper typically any particle is repelled 
by those other particles in the population, which are located in a certain 
neighbourhood. In case BE (0, 1) this is implied by the fact that V, is 
mostly positive (since by (2.2), (2.5), G[ V,] = flWd V,(x) dx>O), and the 
minus sign on the right side of ( 1.1). If (2.8) holds, or in case /I = 1 by (3.1), 
the interaction is even purely repulsive. The scaling (1.2), (1.3) determines 
both the strength and the range of this interaction, and therefore the 
number of different neighbours interacting with some fixed particle. 
For b E (0, 1) the function g,(x, t) formally represents the density of the 
population of the X”,(t), k = 1, . . . . N, near x E Rd at time f, at least if V, >, 0 
and jRd V,(x) dx= 1. This can be seen when taking V, as the indicator 
function of a ball with volume 1 and centre 0, although such a choice does 
not satisfy our assumptions on V,. In this case 
g,(x, t) = (l/N) x”, times the number of particles at time t in 
the ball B(x;~, x) with centre x and volume x;d 
number of particles in B(xid, x) 1 = 
volume of B(x~$, x) . total number of particles’ 
The space element Ax = B(xid, x) is macroscopically small, since its 
volume is xN -d= Ne8 which tends to 0 as N+ co. On the other hand, if 
the Xk,(t) are distributed “suhiciently smooth,” one expects that the 
number of particles in B(x;“, x) is of order N vol(B(~,~, x))= N’-8, 
which tends to 00 as N + m; i.e., Ax is microscopically large. Hence, g, 
meets for /I E (0, 1) the usual heuristic picture of a population density or 
one-particle-distribution function, as it is called in the context of statistical 
physics. For a discussion of this concept cf. [ 19, p. 751. In both extreme 
cases B = 0 and /I = 1 the function g, does not lit this picture. If b = 0, then 
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d-u= B( 1, .u) does not become small in the limit N + X. For /I= 1 the 
space element Ax = B( l/N, X) is not microscopically large, since then the 
typical number of particles in Ax remains finite as N + x8. 
The case fl= 1 allows the following interpretation. Consider for any 
NE IW a system of N interacting particles, whose positions Yi evolve 
according to 
f mo= - f VV,( Yk,(t)- YIN(t)), k = 1, . . . . N, (4.1) 
/= 1 
I#k 
cf. [lo], where an infinite system of this type is investigated. To study the 
bulk properties of this system we introduce the space-time-scaling 
t + t/N2’d, x + x/N “d; i.e., we consider the processes t + Xi(t) = 
N -‘;dYL( Nzidr). By (4.1) these processes atisfy (1.1) with /I = 1. 
Hence, in case /? = 1 the dynamics ( 1.1) is obtained from some fixed 
dynamics by a pure scaling, whereas in cases B < 1 we have a family of 
different time evolutions indexed by N. 
The scaling describing the transition from the processes Y”, to the 
processes XL, together with the subsequent limit N + co, is called 
hydrodynamic limit, cf. [20], where the same model with additional 
Brownian motion in the dynamics of the Y”, is studied. 
The case /I = 0 describes so-called weakly interacting deterministic 
processes, and can be handled by quite the same methods that have been 
developed in the context of weakly interacting stochastic processes. In 
particular, by [ 141 the limit behaviour is given by 
,Jf-lx (Xdt),f) = <p&A ., t),f), t>o, fECb(Rd), 
where plC is the unique solution of the nonlinear integro-differential 
equation 
(PJ .7 t)J> 
jRdvh(. - y)P,,.(y, s) dy 
In the physical literature the limit N + cro in the case B = 0 is called mean- 
field or Vlasov-limit. 
Finally, note that the case /3 > 1 is trivial. As the range of the interaction 
decreases like N-B,‘d, whereas typical inter-particle distances are of order 
N ~ “4 the interaction between different particles now vanishes in the limit 
N + io, and we obtain X,(t) z X,(O) z pO for all t 3 0 and N sufficiently 
large. 
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B. Some Remarks on the Assumptions and the Proofs of our Results 
As noted in the preceding subsection, in case /II E (0, 1) any fixed particle 
interacts with many (~Nvol(&;~, .)) = NlP8) different neighbours. The 
strength of the interaction with any fixed neighbour is of order 
(l/N) V,(O)xN@-’ which gets small as N+ co. On the other hand, for 
fi = 1 both the number of neighbours, which have at some fixed instant of 
time an appreciable effect on the motion of a fixed particle, and the size of 
this effect remain of finite order as N+ co. This entails that in the case 
/I E (0, 1) the individual (microscopic) behaviour of the particles stays in 
the background, such that we can concentrate on the bulk (macroscopic) 
behaviour of the whole population. This is reflected in the L2-techniques in 
the proof of Theorem (2.21) and in the assumptions on V, and W,, which 
are adapted to this L2-approach. In the case of convergence to such 
solutions of (2.12), which have compact support for all t > 0, the individual 
behaviour of those particles, which stay near the boundary of the support 
of p( ., t), gets more important. Therefore it is not surprising that we here 
need a new assumption on V,, namely (2.8), which better allows us to con- 
trol the microscopic behaviour of those particles. 
In the hydrodynamic case /I = 1 we need a good knowledge on the local 
geometry of the particle configurations. We obtain this knowledge by 
choosing regular initial configurations (3.3)-(3.6) and a nice interaction 
potential V, (cf. (3.1), (3.2)), which allows us to show that the particle 
configurations stay regular at any time t 2 0 (cf. Section 6.A). Next, we can 
deduce the validity of the property of local equilibrium (cf. (1.11) or more 
precisely Section 6.B). This property means that for large N most of the 
time locally the particle configuration looks like an invariant configuration 
of the corresponding infinite particle system (cf. [ 12, 201). Those invariant 
configurations are characterized in [lo] through equal spacings between 
the particles. 
As indicated in the Introduction (cf. (1.9b(1.12)), the validity of local 
equilibrium is decisive for the identification of the limit dynamics. Let us 
mention now that a large amount of the technical difficulties in the proof 
of Theorem (3.8) is induced by boundary effects. In those regions, where 
the density of the population of the X”, is too low, i.e., near the free 
boundary of the support of the solution of (1.14), the particles don’t feel 
much interaction and therefore local equilibrium cannot be established. 
During the proof of Theorem (2.21) one may wonder where the assump- 
tion p < 1 is needed. We shall indicate now that it is assumption (2.22), 
which can be satisfied if and only if p < 1. 
A natural choice of the initial configuration X,(O) is to assume that 
X;(O), k = 1, . . . . N, are independent, identically distributed random 
variables, whose distribution has density p,,. Then (we assume G[ V,] = 1) 
505!'88:2-7 
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- ik$, EC(Po * 6m-k,(0))1+ lIPoIl: (by (2.2)) 
-- iki, 5,,(P” * w, N-x) PO(X) dv + II PO II : 
=; V/$(o)-; IIP I)* ~,II:+IIPo-Po* VA:. 
Hence, since (l/N) V,V(0) = NBP ’ V,(O), 
lim WMdW P,II:I =O, N-x if /?E (0, 1). (4.2) 
An application of the zero-one law even shows 
lim IlhN(~,O)-PoIIi=O Nu7z almost surely, 
i.e., (2.22) is true, if fl E (0, 1 ), for almost all sequences of initial configura- 
tions X,(O) = (l/N) I,“=, 6$Vf;,o,, N= 1,2, . . . . 
On the other hand, for ,9 = 1 the convergence (4.2) cannot hold any 
more, since V,(O) = 0 is excluded by (2.2). 
Even if we choose the empirical distribution X,(O) in a deterministic 
way, (2.22) cannot be satisfied for fi = 1. For example, a “best approxima- 
tion” of the function I ro,r, is provided in this situation by putting the 
particles at positions k/N, k = 0, . . . . N - 1. Then we have 
N-l 
h,(x, 0)= 1 W,(Nx-k), 
k=O 
and therefore for N sufficiently large 
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I 
314 llkv(~,o)-Q~o.1,ll:~ ,‘4 (hN(x,o)-l)*d-~ i 
314 = I (B(Nx)- l)*dx+o(l) Ii4 
W,(x-k) 
k= -.x > 
1 
=- 
N 
(~(x-1)*d~~+o(1)~C>0, 
since 8 has period 1 and is not identically 1. 
These arguments imply that we cannot expect a L2-convergence result 
like (2.23) in the case /I= 1. 
C. Related Work 
As far as the case b E (0, 1) is concerned this work has to be seen in 
relation to several papers [Ill, 15-173 where the convergence of the 
empirical processes of systems of moderately interacting stochastic processes 
to the solution of certain reaction-diffusion equations is studied. In all these 
cases a Brownian motion-part in the dynamics of the individual stochastic 
processes is added. Correspondingly, its deterministic ounterpart, namely 
a uniformly elliptic second order differential operator, occurred in the 
PDEs describing the limit processes in these situations. Therefore, one has 
a certain regularizing effect, which facilitates the proof of the convergence 
results considerably. 
A natural question, which arises in this context, asks for the validity of 
such convergence results, if this regularizing effect is missing, i.e., if one has 
purely deterministic interacting processes. The model (l.l), which has been 
chosen to investigate this problem, is closely related to [15, 163, where we 
studied systems of Rd-valued interacting diffusion processes x”,(t), 
k = 1, . . . . N, satisfying the stochastic differential equations 
d%(t)= -; 2 vV,(Fk,(t)-X&(t))dt+dWk(t), k = 1, . . . . N, (4.3) 
I= I 
where Wk, k = 1, 2, . . . . are independent lRd-valued standard Brownian 
motions. In this case we derived as limit dynamics the viscous Boussinesq 
equation 
;P(x, f)=G[V,] V.(p(x, t)Vp(x, t))++(x, t). 
Unfortunately the arguments in [ 15, 161 rely heavily on the presence of the 
Brownian motion in (4.3). Hence, we have to do additional work to cover 
the case (1.1). In particular, we have to overcome problems caused by the 
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nonregularity of the solution of (1.4) resp. its weak version (2.12), at the 
free boundary of its support. 
Another derivation of the porous medium equation for the macroscopir 
description of a many-particle system has been accomplished in the recent 
paper [22]. In this approach for any LX > 1 the microscopic dynamics of the 
particles is given in terms of coupled stochastic jump processes in discrete 
time on a lattice in Rd. By adjusting the space-time discretization in a way 
corresponding to our scaling with p < 1 the convergence of the empirical 
processes to the solution of 
is shown. 
As far as our paper describes the derivation of the porous medium equa- 
tion from an underlying deterministic dynamics of individuals, who avoid 
crowding, it is related to [8], where this partial differential equation is 
used as a model for the description of the time evolution of the density of 
a population of individuals exhibiting directed motion in space. 
One of the main ingredients of the usual phenomenological derivation of 
the porous medium equation as a model for the flow of an ideal gas in a 
homogeneous porous medium (cf. [ 131) is Darcy ‘s latz 
rv = -pvp (4.4) 
(v velocity, r viscosity of the gas, p permeability of the medium, p 
pressure). In case of an isothermic flow additionally one has the equation 
of state 
p = nRT/w (4.5) 
(n density of the gas, R gas constant per mole, w molecular weight, T 
temperature). Equations (4.4), (4.5) imply 
This equation can be considered as a phenomenological counterpart of our 
“microscopic” dynamics (1.7), at least for BE (0, l), where, as discussed in 
Subsection 4.A, gN( ., t) represents the particle density. Hence, Boussinesq’s 
equation appears quite naturally as limit dynamics. 
As far as the case B = 1 is concerned, there are connections to [20], 
where, as mentioned above, the system (4.1) with additional Brownian 
motion in the dynamics of the Y”, is discussed. In particular, its behaviour 
in the hydrodynamic limit is studied. 
Another model, which is closely related to (4.1), is investigated in [ 121, 
where the summation on the right side of (4.1) is replaced by a summation 
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over the neighbours k - 1, k + 1. Hence, the dynamics in [ 121 is simpler 
than ours. However, there are allowed quite general initial conditions, and 
restrictions like (3.3k(3.6) are not needed. In that situation too a 
generalized porous medium equation is obtained in the limit N+ 00. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM (2.21) 
Without restricting generality we assume in this section JR1 W,(X) dx = 1. 
In particular, this implies G[ Vr] = 1, hN( ., t) = (X,(t) * W,)(. ), and 
gN(., 1) = (h,(., r) * W, NV), where W;(x) = x”, W;(X,G). 
To simplify the calculations and the notation in this proof we use the 
representation (1.7) for the dynamics (1.1); i.e., we behave as if V, E C@Yj) 
with VI’,(O) = 0. In this case we have to prove the version (2.26) of (2.23), 
cf. Remark (2.25). Moreover, we ignore the fact that in general Vh,( ., t) 
(N, t fixed) is well defined only as a generalized function, since W, does not 
need to be differentiable. We shall transform (usually by integration by 
parts) any term containing Vh,( ., t) into an equivalent expression 
involving h,,,( ., t) and some other well defined functions. For this new 
expression suitable estimates are obtained. This formal procedure seems to 
be inconsistent in particular with assumption (2.8), which implies that I”, 
has to be discontinuous in 0. However, it may easily be justified, e.g., in the 
case d = 1, (2.2)-(2.93, (P2), essentially by using (2.11) as a priori estimate, 
and then approximating for any fixed NE N the dynamics ( 1.1) by similar 
systems of differential equations involving smooth W1,E, such that 
lim E~O~~p{~V~~(.~)-V~,)E(~)~:~~~~d,e~N}=O, k=O, 1. 
A. Preliminary Calculations 
We obtain by (1.7), (2.2) for ta0 
X,(t)(dx) W,(z-x) ’ dz 
= 
II X,(t)(dx) J’dtMdy) J’,(x - Y) Rd Rd 
=ll~,(.,O)ll:-2jl’(~,(~),Vg,(.,~)Vg,(~,~))d~. (5.1) 
Next by (1.8), (2.12), (2.16), (2.19), (Pl), 
(hJ.7 t),A-, t)> = (xN(t),P(., t) * w, > 
= (hN(., O),P,) 
- s ; {(X,(s),Vg,(.,s)V(p(.,s)* W,)) 
+ (p(.,s),Vp(.,s)Vh,(.,s))}ds, (5.2) 
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and 
Equations (5.1)-(5.3) imply 
IV.44 .? t) - P( .? f)ll: 
= Ilhd., t)ll:-w,(~, f),P(., f)> + IId., aI: 
= IlkvLohdl:-2 j; {<x&L IVgN(.r~)12) 
-2(~,&), Vg,(., s)Vp(., s)) + (X,(s), IVp(., d12>} ds 
+2 j; I, IVY., s)l’> - <X/&L Vgd.9 s) w., s)) 
-<P(.,J), lV~(.,~)l’)+(~(.,~),Vg,(.,~)Vp(.,~)>}ds 
+ 2 j; 1 <J-,(S)? b,d .? s)(--vP(.,s)+W.,s)* W,)) 
+<~(.,s),V~(.,s)(-Vg,(.,s)+Vh,(.,s)))3ds 
=llhk,O)-poll:-2 Jim&), IVg,(.,s)-Vp(.,s)(‘)ds 
+2 j; (X,(s)-P(.,S),VP(., s)(W., s) * W, -Vg,v(., s))) ds 
+ 2 j; { (X,(s), (Vgd ‘2 s) -VA ., S)WP( ., s) * w, -w .T s))) 
+ (P( ., s), VP( ., s)(Vh,v( .? s) 
-VgN(.,s)-VVp(.,s)+VP(.,s)* W,)>}ds. (5.4) 
Formally, the last integral on the right side of (5.4) can be neglected in the 
limit N-t CO, whereas the third term is of order 
=2 jf <hd.,S)-Pf.9 s), W ., s)(W -9 1) - Vhd ., s)) > ds 
0 
= ‘<(hN(.,~)-p(.,s))~,dp(.,~))ds. 
s 0 
If (Pl) is valid, the last expression is less than C jb llhN( ., s) - p( +, s)ll: ds, 
and (2.26) “follows” after an application of Gronwall’s Lemma. 
In the remaining subsections we have to make this treatment of the right 
side of (5.4) precise. 
B. Convergence to Classical Solutions of Boussinesq’s Equation 
For simplicity of notation we assume from now on d = 1. In the case of 
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validity of (Pl) the arguments below are easily generalized to the case 
d> 1. The only difference appears in (5.12), where for d > 1 we have to take 
into account higher terms of the Taylor expansion of p( ., s). 
We have to find useful upper bounds for the third and fourth integral on 
the right side of (5.4). For that purpose we need: 
LEMMA (5.5). (a) Let f E CL(R). Then for any XE R 
If(x)- (f* W,K~)l G QN1 IlVf Ilm. (5.6) 
(b) Letf, Vf E L*(W). Then 
If-f * ~,II:~cxN* Ilvfll:. 
Similar estimates are true, if we replace W, by W, or V,. 
(5.7) 
Proof: 
(a) If(x)-(f* W~)(x)l 
= 
II 
Iw (f(x)-f(x-~)) W,(Y)~Y 
( J 
since W,(x)dx= 1 
r-2 > 
G s llvf II m IYI I W,(Y)I dy w 
= 
XN --I llvfll, j XNiYl iwN(Y)l dy R 
= 
XN -lllVfll,{ I4 IW,(x)ldx Iw 
= CXN’ IlVf II cc (by (2.4)). (5.8) 
(b) Ilf-f * w,&=[ Ijb)I'11-(274"* %iP)l*dP R 
s x,G*(W llV@k j- lh,l’ P* dp 
R 
( 
since F(O) = (2n)-“* 1 W,(x) dx = (27~)~“~ 
R > 
G CXN2 Wf II: (by (2.3)). 
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Now, we have 
I(X,.(s), (&a., s)-P’f.9 S))(P’(~,S) * w,; -P’(.vS)))l 
d (X.&)7 lg’,(~~s)-P’(‘~s)l’)‘2 
x <X,v(s), Ip’(., s) * w, -p’(., s)12>‘:3 
<; (X,&), Idd.,+P’(~,dI*) 
+; (X,(s), lp’(., s) * w, -P’(., s)l’> 
s; (Jfds), I&L4-P’L~)12) 
+ c IlP”(., s)ll’, x,? (by (5.6)), 
and 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
I(p(., s),p’(., s)wd~,s)-g’,(~, s)-p’(.,s)+p’(.,s) * W,)>l 
= I <pt., S),P’(., swum, s)-- PY’, s) - WA., s)- p’(., s)) * w, ))I 
=I(p(.,s)P’(.,s)-(P(.,s)P’(.,s))* W,,M*,s)-p’(.,s))l 
G Ilh,(.,s)-p(~,s)ll:+CX,* IIw(%w”Ilf (by (5.7)) 
G IlkvL~)-/J~~J)ll: 
+~~,~‘~llP”~~,.~~P’~~,~~ll:+IIP~~,~~P”’~~~~~ll:~ 
6 llh.d.? s)- A.3 aI: + QNWP”(~, dll2, + IIP”‘(‘t al’,, 
(by (2.16), (2.19), (2.20)). (5.11) 
For the integrand of the third expression on the right side of (5.4) we 
obtain 
(X,(s) - P( ., s), P’( ., SNP’( ., s) * w, - gir( -, s)) > 
= (XdS)-P(., S),P’(.,SM., S)--,.v(‘, s)) * (W,)‘) 
= 
( X,(s)-P(-,s),Iw(W,)‘(u) p’(.-u,s)+p”(~-u,s)u [ 
7 
+P”‘(.-u+8(.,u,s)u,s)~ (p(.-u,s)-A,(.-u,s))du 1 > = %3(s) + R%,,(s) + G*(s), (5.12) 
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where [0( ., ., .)I < 1, 
with 
~~.k(~)= ((X,(J)-P(-7s)) * U~~;*,P(k+“(4 
x (Pt.? S)--hN(., s))), k=O, 1, 
U~!.,(x)=X,k+2UFlk!,(XNX), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
and 
R;*(s)= X,(s)-p(.,s),j (w,)‘(u)p”(.-u+e(.,u,s)u,9)~ Iw 
x(p(.-u,s)-h,(.-u,s))du . 
> 
(5.15) 
We can estimate the first term in (5.12) as 
IJG,&)l = I<whb)-P(~9 s)) * vv,P’(-9 SM., S)--hN(., s))>l 
G I(U.7 s)-p’(., S),P’(., f)(P(., S)--hN(., s))>l 
+ I(P’(., s)-P’(.,s) * w,,~‘(.,s)(p(.,s)-h,(.,s)))l (5.16) 
~C(lIh,(.,s)-p(.,s)ll: Ilp”(.,~)llnc 
+ llhN(., s)-PP(~,s)llz IIP’(~,~)llZ IbY., s)ll, Xi’) 
(by (5.6)) 
~C(Ilhhr(~,s)-p(.,s)ll:+x,2) IlP”(~r~)lla. 
(by (2.19), (2.20)). (5.17) 
Note that the estimation of the first term on the right side of (5.16) was the 
main reason for introducing the assumption (Pl). Essentially, we could not 
find any bound for (/I;( ., S) - p’( ., s)) p’( ., ~)(h,,,( ., S) - p( ., s)) in that 
region of Iw, where p”( ., S) is singular. 
Furthermore, for k = I 
IG,I(s)l = I<W,(S)-P(.7S)) * u~l,;,,p”(.,s)(p(.,s)-h,(.,s)))l 
G lIP”(~~~)Ilm II(~&)-P(~~~))* ~Fyf~;,ll2 
x llhN(., s)-A.9 s)llz. (5.18) 
Relations (2.6), (5.14) imply 
Tzgb)l =~W)I < c I KAI4l. (5.19) 
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d C J 1 IXZU- HP, s)12 I%b4I’d~ 
=cll~N(~~~)-P(~~~)* Ydl: 
~~(ll~~.~(~~~~-~(~~~~ll5+Il~(~,~~-~(~,~~* Yd:, 
G C(IlhN( .t $I- P( ., s)ll:: + xi2) 
(by (2.19), (2.20), (5.7)). (5.20) 
Estimates (5.18 k( 5.20) imply 
IR~.,(s)l~Cllp”(.,s)ll, (IlhN(.rS)--(.,s)l12+XN’) 
x llh,( ‘3 3) - P( .? s)ll2 
G c IIP”(~7 J)ll,x. (llhd.7 s) -d-7 s)ll 
Next, we obtain 
:+xiA. (5.21 
IG*(s)l G 
( 
X,(s) + P( ., s), jR I( w,‘i )’ (u)l 
x~lp(.-u,s)h,(.-u,~)l du) IIp”‘(~,s)il, 
=(~,(~)*I~FY:~:,I+P(.,S)*I~Fyf~:,I,Ip(.,S)-hly(.,S)l> 
x llP”‘( .? s)ll % . (5.22) 
We now observe 
(X,(s) * Iv$;,l~ IP(.,s)-h,(.,s)l) 
4 x,(s)(dx)jRdy 1+ I*N;yx)I IA)‘? s) -hN(.h s)l R 
(by (2.7), (5.14)) 
Gc s I/ 1 xJs)(d-x) l+IXN(.-X)I * Ii IIP( . . s) - hN( .7 s)ll2 R 
G cx,‘!2 IIP(., S)-hhN(., s)llz, (5.23) 
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and similarly, 
(P(.,s)* lv$I;*L IP(.,s)-h,(.,s)l> 
<cx;‘~2 lIp(.,s)-h,(.,s)ll2. (5.24) 
Hence, by (5.22)-( 5.24) 
IRx*(s)l 6 cxiT2 IIP(., S)--hN(., s)llz IIP”‘(., s)lL 
~C(Ilp(.,s)-h,(.,s)ll:+X,’ IIP”‘(~dll’,). (5.25) 
Relations (5.12), (5.17), (5.21), (5.25) imply 
I(~,(~)-P(.,~),P’(.,~)(P’(~,~) * w, -&(.,s)))l 
~C((IlhN(.,s)-p(.,s)ll:+xN’) (IIP”(.,JN,+l) 
+x;’ IIP”‘(., NJ. (5.26) 
Now we can finish the proof of Theorem (2.21) fairly quickly. From (5.4), 
(5.10), (5.11), (5.26) we conclude 
Ilhd.7 lI-A.7 al: 
~llh,(.,O)-p,lli-S’(X,(s), Igk(.,s)-p’(.,s)12)ds 
0 
+q; C(llh,(.,s)-P(., 411:+x;2)(1 + IlP”(., al’,) 
+x;’ ll~“‘(., s)ll2,1 ds. 
Hence, by Gronwall’s Lemma for any t E [0, r] 
II~N(.,~)-P(.,~)II:+~~(XN(S), Ig)N(.rS)-P’(.,s)l’)ds 
~CII~N~~r~~-P0II:+~~~X~*~~+IIP~11~~+XN1lIP”’II~~1 
xexp(CT(l+ W’ll2,)). (5.27) 
By (2.22) we have finished now the proof of Theorem (2.21)(i) in the 
particular case that (Pl ) is satisfied. 
C. The Derivation of (2.24) from (2.23) 
First, we note 
I(Jf,(r)-P(., t1.f >I 
G I(hA4.r t)-Id.7 t),f >I + (X,(t), If-f * w, I>, 
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where by (5.6) the second term on the right side tends to 0 as N + ‘x 
uniformly in TV [0, T] and .f’E & = {.r‘E CL(R):max{ llfll I, Il.f”II r ) d 1 ).. 
Next, we choose for fixed E > 0 a ball B, = {X E R: 1.~1 d R 1. such that 
and a positive function 0 E-X; with 19(x) = 1 for 1x1 ,< R and 13(x) = 0 for 
1x1 2 R + 2. 
We can write any f E 8 as f = fR +f’, where fR, fR E 8 with 
wp(f,d~B,+,, supp($) E R\B,+z. 
Then we observe 
I(hN(.? t)--P(.* thf>l 
d I(hAd.3 f)-P(., fhfR)I + I(hN(., ~~r~RR)I + M.3 t), b\,BRh 
lim sup i(X,(+h,(., f)A)i =0 (by (5.6)), 
G (XN(r)~ Q R.,B~+~ >< (X,dt), 1-e> 
= (pt.7 f)-hN(‘~ f)? e> + <hN(‘, fj-XN(f), e> 
+ (Pt.3 tj, 1 -e>, 
(P(., t), 1 - 0) 6 (/A.? t), Q w&J’ 
and 
lim sup [(X,(t)-A,(., t), e)l=O (by (5.6)). 
These estimates together with (2.23) imply 
lim sup IIXN(r)-p(‘v t)ile 
N-r r<T 
< C( lim sup ll~~~~~~~-~~~,~~ll*~IlfRll2+ll~ll*~+~~=~~. 
N-v x 16 T,feJF, 
Since E was arbitrary, (2.24) is proved. 
D. An Auxiliary Result 
From now on we restrict our considerations to the case d= 1, and 
assume the validity of (l.l)-(1.3), (2.2b(2.9), (2.14). (2.18), (2.22) and 
W). 
In an intermediate step we need the measure-valued processes XN,ar 
which are obtained from X, by absorbing the processes X:(t) at the 
boundary aQI of Q, = supp(p( ., t)). 
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More precisely, we define 
where A$,+( .) = A’“,,,(t), 0 < t < rk,, solves 
; X:,,(f) = -; c V’NmJ,,O) - G.Af)h 
me- &do 
with 
mfk 
xk,,Jw = mu, 
and 
LN(t)= {kE (1, . ..) N}:t+}. 
For hN,J-, t) = (X,.(f) * W,)(.) and gN.J., t) = (x,,(t) * vN)(.) we 
obtain an analogue of (2.23), resp. (2.26): 
PROPOSITION (5.28). Assume (1.1 t( 1.3), (2.2~(2.9), (2.14), (2.18), 
(2.22), (P2). Then 
lim sue IlhN,J., t)-~(., t)ll: 
N-cc i IST 
+ jar <XN,AS), I&,,( -3 s)-p’(+s)1*)ds =o. 
1 
(5.29) 
Proof: The main difficulty in the proof of this proposition is the estima- 
tion of the “distance” between h,,( ., t) and p( ., t) in the region near cYQ,, 
i.e., where p( ., t) is not smooth. In the interior of Q, or W\Q, we can apply 
techniques still used in Subsection 5.B. 
First, let us fix a sequence E, > E* > . . . > 0 with lim,, oc aN = 0, and 
lim sNxN = co. (5.30) 
N-a 
Next, let aNQr= {XE Q,:dist(x, kYQt)<aN} and QN,,=Q,\aNQ,. Moreover, 
we need for any t E [0, T] an approximation qN( ., t) of p( ., t) satisfying 
q,&, t) = P(X, 2). XE Q~,tr (5.31) 
qNt.7 f) E aw, (5.32) 
sue sup(Ilq,(., t)ll,+ II&(., t)ll,+ ll43., mco)<~? (5.33) 
NEM rsiT 
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and 
lim sup x,i, ’ Ilql:( ., r)ll’, = 0. 
.v-x rs7- 
(5.34) 
Note that such a function q,J ., t) can easily be constructed by (P2), and 
since we can let sN tend to 0 arbitrarily slow. 
We continue by deriving an analogue of (5.4). First, we have instead 
of (5.1) 
W,.,( ., t)ll : = W,v,,( .,OH : - 2 i“ (X.w,,(s), dd ., s) sk.,( ., ~1) ds 
0 
where the final term counts the loss of /~Iz~,,( .  t)l/:= (X,,,,(t), gN,J ., t)) 
due to absorption of the processes Xk,0 at the boundary cTQ,. Since by 
(2.10) this expression is negative, we obtain by (2.14), (2.22) 
sup sup Ilh,v.a(.r t)ll:+~= <X,v&), Ig)NJA2) ds -=a. (5.36) 
NEN l>O 0 > 
Analogously to (5.35) we obtain 
<hN,J.r tJ.A.7 t)> 
(5.37) 
In the same way as in the derivation of (5.4) we obtain from (5.3), (5.35), 
(5.37) 
+2J; (xN,,(s)-p(‘~ sh P’(., J)(P’( ., 3) * W, - &,a( ., s))) ds 
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+ 2 J; 1 (~N,.(S)~ (&LA .v s) - P’( ., S))(P’(*, s) * w, - p’( ., s))) 
+ 04 ., Sk P’( .v sMv,,(~, s) 
- gh,p(., s)- Ht.9 s)+ P’(., s) * W,)>} ds 
3 -- c wG.oukN) - Gv,,uk,w - 6k.l) (k:r;<r) r.L&,) 
+; c J/( x, t”,) W,(x - Xk,,,(t”,)) dx. (5.38) 
{k:r;<r) 
To a large extent the study of (5.38) is parallel to the investigation of (5.4) 
in Subsection 5.B. The main difference is that we now have to take into 
account boundary effects, since p”( ., t) and $“( ., t) do not need to exist at 
the boundary @, of supp(p( ., t)). These boundary effects are estimated in: 
LEMMA (5.39). 
(a) lim sup (X,.,(s), ~,,,> = 0, (5.40) 
N-rs<T 
W lim sup W.&), 1 pN,I P’( ., s) * W; - P’( ., s)l > = 0. (5.41) 
Iv-mr<T 
Proof 
(a) (X,,(s), Q a,vQ,> 
G I (IN,., Q CaQr * w, >I 
+ s, X,,(s)(dx) j- I wi(x--y)’ dJ (y:,I’--I,2EN) 
(JNQs= {x~R:dist(x, aQs)<2~N}) 
Equation (5.40) follows by (2.4), (5.30), (5.36). 
(b) <~A&), QQ,vs lP’(.Y s) * w, - P’(., s)l > 
s (XN,,(S), Q Q,v,s IdA., s) * w, - qtv( *, s)l > 
+ (XN,a(S), Q Q*,rldv( .Y s) * w, - P’( ., s) * w, I > 
(by (5.31)) 
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(by (2.19). (5.6), (5.31), (5.33)). 
By (5.33) and the same arguments as in the proof of (5.40) we 
obtain (5.41). 
Now, we have 
I(P(*v S),P’(., ~M~,,(~, s) - dv.,(~, s)-p’(., s) + p’(., s) * w, )>I 
G I(P’(.v 42-P’L s12 * w,, hA+(.r S)-P(., s)>l 
+ IM.7 s1P”t.v s)-- (A.7 S)P”(., s)) * w,, hNJ.3 s)-PP(., s)>l 
s llhN,a( .T s) - P( .? s)ll: + s,(s, NJ (5.42) 
with 
I 
r 
lim sl(s, N)ds=O 
N-x 0 
(5.43 ) 
(by (2.16), (2.19), (P2), and since lim,,, I/f-f* W,vI(2=0 for any 
f~L’(Ll3)). Next, as in (5.9), 
I <J-N,,b)~ k)N.o( .T s) - P’( .9 S)NP’(.9 s) * w, - P’( .? s)) >I 
ewN.m Igx.,(~,~)-P’(.,~)12> 
+ (XN,,b), IP’C.9 3) * w, -P’(.9 s)12> 
~t<Kv..(S)~ lg~.,(.,s)-p’(.,s)12)+C((X,.(s),~~Ne,) 
+ (IN,,, Q p.ys IP’( .3 s) * w, - P’( .v s)l > 1 
(by (2.19)). (5.44) 
For the integrand of the third term on the right side of (5.38) we obtain 
I(XN,o(s)-P(.9 SLP’(.Y sW(., s) * w, - &,a(., s))>l 
G I(XhdS)-P(.9 s), qh(., S)(P’(~~ s) * w, - &a(-, s)))l 
+ I (XN.a(SL (P’( .? s) - 42 .T S))(P’(*, s) * w, - dv.,( ., s))>l 
+I(P(~,s),(P’(.,s)-q~(.,s))(P’(.,s)* w,-&?a.o(.,~)))I. 
(5.45) 
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For the expressions on the right side of this inequality we get 
I(P(~~~)~ (p’(.,s)-q’,(.,s))(p’(.,s)* w, -&.o(~,~)))l 
G IW.3 s)v WC-7 s)-qX., s))(p(., s)* w, - gN.J., s))>l 
+ IG4.7 s), wt.9 s) -cd&(., S))(P(., s) * w, - gN,J.r s))>l 
G cc1 &I& IL4 .9 s) * w, - gN.a( .7 s)l > 
(by (2.16), (2.19), (P2), (5.31), (5.33)) 
~C(II~iixBrlI:+IIP(.,S)* w,-&%L,L~)lI:) 
~C(IlhN.,(.,s)-P(.,s)ll:+EN)r (5.46) 
I <XN,a(S)t (P’( .? s) - dd .t S))(P’( .T s) * w, - &J .t s))>l 
G C(JfN&h 1 a,g,) li2 
x <XN,h), bv, IP’(., s) * w, - dqa(*, ,)I’>‘!* 
(by (2.19), (5.31), (5.33)) 
~fWN,.(S)7 IP’(*, s)- &,‘A., s)12> +C<Jfh&), bNQr)’ (5.47) 
and 
I(XPdJ)-PP(.7 SL 4x.9 S)(P’(** s) * w, - &a(., s))>l 
~~~~Il~~.,~~~~~-~~~~~~ll:+x~2~~l14~~~~~~ll;x,+~~ 
+x,2 114x., s)ll’,, 
(in exactly the same way as in the proof of (5.26)) 
~C(ll~,,(.,~)-~(.,~)lI:+X,*+XNL 114;;1Ldll2,) 
(by (5.33)). (5.48) 
Finally, (2.17) implies p(XL,,(tk,), r”,) = 0, and therefore 
; c (k:r;<r} I, Ax. m WN(X - k,,,(tk,)) ffx 
G ,*:;,,; I Ix- JG,,(O WAX - Xk,Jr)) dx < c .v XN 
(by (2.41, (2.19)). (5.49) 
505;88;2-8 
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Since the fifth expression on the right side of (5.38) is negative, we obtain 
from (5.34), (5.38)-(5.49) 
llhN.,( .3 t) - I-4 .’ r)ll i 
~llh,,,(.,O)-p,lli-li(X,,(s), Ig:,.,(.,s)-P’(.,s)l’)ds 
0 
+q ll~N.,(.,s)-P(.,s)ll:ds+s(t,N), 
0 
(5.50) 
where 
lim sup ~(t, N) = 0. 
N - ,x) Ic T 
(5.51) 
The proof of Proposition (5.28) is finished by an application of Gronwall’s 
Lemma. 
Remark (5.52). In the system X, without absorption at any instant 
t 20 the processes XL(t), which have crossed the boundary at this 
moment, exert a repelling force on those processes, which remained inside 
Q,, and therefore diminish the flux across aQ,. On the other hand, in the 
system X,,, this repelling force is absent, since the processes, which leave 
int(Q,), disappear. Therefore, we can expect that in X,., more particles can 
reach W\Qt. 
However, since (p( ., t), 1) = 1, (5.29) implies that the number of those 
processes J& in the system XN,a, which actually disappear in the time 
interval [0, ZJ, is of order o(N) as N+ cc. Hence, we formally obtain 
5 lim sup (l- (X,,(t), l))=O. 
N-cc r<T 
(5.53) 
A careful check of the proof of Proposition (5.28) reveals that the 
absorption of the individual processes in R\int(Q,) was needed mathemati- 
cally in effect only to have (XN,J.r), II irNQr) instead of (X,,(s), II wjpN,s) in 
inequality (5.47). If we could replace a priori the estimate (5.40) by (5.53), 
or more precisely by 
lim sup <XN(t)y B Rb,,QN., > =o, 
N-r riT 
(5.54) 
we could drop this rather artificial modification of the dynamics of the 
processes Xk. 
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In particular, this means that we could replace the estimate (5.47) by an 
analogous estimate involving (X,(S), II W\,QNr) instead of (X,,(s), II +oS). 
Finally, we would obtain (5.50), (5.51) with X,, h,, g, replacing XN,a, 
h N.a, !?,a* 
This’observation will be a key ingredient in the completion of the proof 
of Theorem (2.21). 
E. Completion of the Proof of Theorem (2.21) 
As indicated in Remark (5.52), it suffices to know a priori that (X,(t), 
II IW\QNr) tends to 0 as N + co, and then apply the technique of the proof 
of Proposition (5.28). 
Let us use the notation Q, = [b_(t), b+(t)], and then introduce another 
two sequences of auxiliary systems X&, X$.,, NE IV, of interacting 
particles. We define 
where X>kO( .)= Xzka( t), 0 G t < tgk, solves 
with 
t$k=inf{t~O:X’~~a(t)>,b+(t)}, 
L;(t) = {k E { 1, . . . . N} :rzk 2 t}. 
Hence, X;, a is obtained from X, by deleting those processes X”, which 
have reached [b + ( . ), cc ), 
In quite the same way we define XL,+, 
b, by b-, i.e., Xi,, 
Xk$, etc., except that we replace 
is obtained from X, by absorbing those particles, 
which have reached (-00, b-(.)1. 
To finish the proof of Theorem (2.21) we need four steps: 
(i) First, we derive 
(x;,,(th Q(-,,b-,,))) G 1 - (xN,a(t), 1 >v t 2 0. (5.55) 
To prove (5.55) we contend that for any t > 0, m = 1, . . . . N, one of the 
following alternatives holds. 
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(1) t~,t~>tandX~“,(t)~X~..(t), 
(2) X$,(s) has been absorbed in [b+(s), ‘m ) for some s < t, (5.56) 
(3) X;,a(s) has been absorbed in (-co, b_(s)] for some s Q t. 
To prove this we define t * = inf{ t > 0: (5.56) does not hold). Then, we 
replace for a few moments V,(x) by V,(x) + E exp( - I.Y( ), E > 0, such that 
instead of (2.8) we get 
v;(x) > 0, x # 0. (5.57) 
Obviously, the resulting empirical processes X,V., and A’;,, satisfy 
x,.,(t) = G,,(t)7 
O<t<T.w,,= inf{t>O:Xk,,,(t)<bP(t)forsomek= 1, . . . . N}. 
Inequality (5.57) implies 
V;(x) sgn( -x) > 0, x # 0, (5.58) 
and therefore the loss of a particle in X,,, at time rN,, yields 
i.e., 
Furthermore, 
TN, 1 < t*. (5.59) 
(XN.a(f)7 Q (-x. A$*(,)]) < (T&z(tL Q (-a,,f$a(,)] >, 
kE LN(t) n L’,(t), T~,[ < t; (5.60) 
i.e., on the left of any X”, Jt) the system X,.(t) has strictly less particles 
than the system X&Jt) on the left of the corresponding particle X$:Jt). 
Note that (5.56) can start to be violated at t* if and only if the first alter- 
native stops to hold at this instant. Since the trajectories of the processes 
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t + X>mO( t), and t + XG (I (t), respectively, are left-continuous, (5.56) still 
holds for t*. Moreover, there exists at least one k*, such that t>k*, t”,’ > t*, 
and X>Fi(t*) = Xg,(t*). By (5.56b(5.58) we conclude 
- V’N(X;y(t*)- X>Z(t*)) II ct*,a,(ty) 
2 - YvWk,:,(t*) - XmNJt*)) 21 [p,&;)Y rnE (1, . . . . Nj\{k*}. 
Summing over m and taking into account (5.58), (5.60) we obtain 
-Ai = 
vl,(x;y(t*) - XZZ(t*)) 
me L>(P) 
m#k’ 
>-- 
,:x 
WXk,:,(t*) - JGJt*)), 
mczLN(r*) 
m#k* 
or, in other words, 
These considerations show tY = co; i.e., (5.56) holds for any t > 0. Of 
course, this conclusion remains true in the limit E + 0. Inequality (5.55) is 
an obvious consequence of (5.56). 
(ii) In a second step we show 
lim sup II&J., t) - p( ., t)ll: 
N-r fiT 
+ IoT (G..(s), I(&%, )‘(+s)-p’(ys)(*)ds =O, 1 (5.61) 
where h;J ., t) = (X&(t) * I+‘,)( .) and g’,,,( e9 t) = CX&!t) * VN)( .)- BY 
Proposition (5.28) and Subsection 5.C we obtain the validity of (2.24) for 
X N,a. Hence, 
lim sup(l-(X,,(t), l))= lim sup (p(., t)-XN,Jt), l)=O, 
N-morGT N-cc tCT 
i.e., by (5.55) 
lim sup (X;,,(t), 1 (-~,b-(rj,) = 0. (5.62) 
N-s ldT 
To prove (5.61) we take advantage of the observation noted in 
Remark (5.52). This means, we replace the estimate (5.40) by (5.62) and 
lim sup C(X~,,(t)~ 1 Cb+(r~-EN,6+(r,l) 
N-m [ST 
+ (x;,,(t), Q [b~(,).b-(r)+E*r,)l =07 (5.63) 
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which can be proved in the same manner as (5.40). Then we can repeat the 
proof of Proposition (5.28) word by word to obtain finally (5.61). 
(iii) Quite analogously to (5.55) we derive 
<X.,(t), Q (h, I,,, x ,> s 1 - (X;.,(t)7 I>, t 2 0. (5.64) 
By arguments similar to those leading to (5.62) we can conclude from 
(5.61), (5.64) 
By employing the auxiliary system XL,, we then derive in the same way 
lim sup <X,(t), ~,-x.6~,rn) =O. (5.66) 
(iv) Estimates (5.65), (5.66), and (5.63) with X, replacing X>*, yield 
(5.54). As noted in Remark (5.52), we are able now to derive (5.50), (5.51), 
and hence to linish the proof of Theorem (2.21). 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM (3.8) 
A. Regularity of X,( t) for t > 0 
It will be very helpful that the regularity properties (3.3)-(3.6) essentially 
hold for positive times too. 
Lemma (6.1). Let dk,(t)=Xb(t)-X%-‘(t),k=2, . . . . N. Then 
(i) X,(t) is symmetric with respect o 0, 
andXi(t)<X$(t)< ... <Xg(t)forany ta0, (6.2) 
(ii) dk,(t)iSdecreasinginkE{2,..., [(N+2)/2]}foranytaO, (6.3) 
(iii) 
d 
-Xk,(t)<O, k= 1, . . . . [(N+ 1)/2], ta0, 
dt 
(iv) d,=inf{Ndk,(t):t~O;NEFU;k=2,...,N}>O, (6.5) 
(v) forc>OletK,(c)= (kE{2,...,N}:supNd~(t)>c},then 
IbT 
sup IKN(c)l c2i3 < cG. 
NEN.C30 N 
(6.6) 
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(vi) sup sups 2 VN(Xk,(t) -X;(f)) 
NEN f,O k,m=l 
k#m 
V&Y;(s) - X;(s)) (6.7) 
m#k 
In (6.6) we denote by IAl the cardinality of a finite set A. In other 
contexts we use the same notation IBI for the Lebesgue measure of some 
set BG R, or 1x1 for the absolute value of XE R. Confusion about this 
ambiguous use of I . ) should not arise. 
Remark. Equation (6.5) states that the particles cannot come 
arbitrarily close to each other. Therefore, without restricting generality we 
can and do replace (3.1), (3.2) immediately after the proof of (6.5) by 
v, E C;t(W; V(p)(x) > 0, I-4 > do/Z 
Iv’,k’(x)l < C(1 + Ixl)-*Pk, k=O, 1, 2, XE R. 
(6.8) 
Moreover, we then can use the representation (1.7) of (1.1) throughout the 
remainder of this section. 
Proox First, let us note that (3.1), (3.2) imply 
Vik)(x) sgn( -x)” > 0, k = 0, . . . . 4, XE [w\(O). (6.9) 
In particular, (2.8) is satisfied, and supp( V,) = R. 
(i) This is an obvious consequence of (3.3), the symmetry of V,, and 
the fact that trajectories of different particles cannot cross. 
(ii) Let t* =i f{ n t~O:dk,(t)>d~~‘(t)forsomek=3,...,[(N+2)/2]}. 
The continuity of the processes t -+ X”,(t) and (3.4) imply 
dk,(t*)<d;-‘(t*), k=3, . . . . [(N+2)/2], (6.10) 
with equality for at least one k, say k* E { 3, . . . . [(N+ 2)/2] }. Therefore it 
suffices to prove 
$(dy(t*)-d:?(t*))<O. 
We obtain from (1.1) 
A$ (dk,‘(t*)-dkNf-‘(t*)) 
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= -,,;+, V~,,(x~(t*)-XX:,(r*))- q.(dl;,:(t*)) 
- c v:V(Xk,‘(t*)-Xf\r(f*)) 
/Ck’-2 
-2 - Vy( -dY(r*)) - 
[ 
c vgxy- ‘(t*) - xj,(r*)) 
I,k*+ I 
- V’,(d y(t*))- 1 V’N(Xf.p ‘(t*)-X’,(t*)) 
/Sk’-3 1 
- I’;(-d y(t*))- c V;Y(xfp2(f*)-Xfv(t*)) 
I>k-* 
-,,;-, Yvwk,“-2u*)-X;(~*)) 
= -,2;+, IIVX(Xk,‘(t*)-Xf~(r*))-2Vl”i(X~-L(t*)-X:(t*)) 
+ V:,(Xk,‘-2(t*)-x~,(f*),] 
-,,;-, [r/l,(Xk,‘(t*)-XIN(f*))--VV’h’(X~-’(t*)-XIN(f*)) 
+ v;(Xk,‘-2(t*)-X;s(t*))] 
- V;(Xk,‘--2(t*)-Xy(f*))- V’N(Xk,‘(t*)-xy(f*)) 
(since dk,‘(t*) = dy-‘(t*)) 
k* -2 
= - n;2 ([V~(X~(t*)-Xkh:-‘+n(t*)) 
- 2I/‘,(X y(t*)-Xy--I+n(f*)) 
+ V:y(X~-2(f*)-X~-‘+~(f*))] 
+I:V~(XkNl(f*)-x~-‘+n(f*)) 
- 2V’,(X ;-yf*)-xF-‘--n(f*)) 
+ V’N(XIi,‘--2(t*)-X~-‘--n(f*))]J 
- 1 [V;y(Xk,‘(r*)-X~(t*))-2vN(Xy(f*)-X(N(t*)) 
1*2k*-2 
+ V’N(Xk,‘~-2(f*)-X!.&*))]. (6.12) 
For fixed h, X, y with Ix - yI > h > 0 we have 
Vh(x+h-y)-2VVl,(x-p)+ Vl,(x-h-y) 
=[;+hdu/p; du v;(u + Y - 4’). (6.13) 
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By (6.9) this expression is strictly positive for y > x + h implying that the 
second sum in (6.12) is strictly negative. 
Next, we conclude from (6.9), (6.13), and the symmetry of V, that the 
function y + V>(x + h - ,j) - 2V’,(x - y) + Vh(x - h - y) is antisymmetric 
with respect o x and satisfies for Ix - ~11 > h 
; [V3x+h-y)-2V’,(x-y)+ vgx-h-y)] 
= -r:'"dujp, du V’,~‘(U+U-y)<O. 
Therefore, since by (6.2) (6.10) for any n = 2, . . . . k* - 2 
O<Xy+n(t*)-Xy(f*)<Xy(f*)-xy-“(f*), 
the first sum in (6.12) is also negative. 
Hence, (6.11) and therefore (6.3) too, follows. 
(iii) Equation (1.1) implies for k= 1, . . . . [(N+ 1)/2] 
Both sums in this expression are negative by (6.9) and 
O~Xk,‘“(t)-XkN(t)~XkN(f)--~-“(t), n=l , . . . . k- 1, t>O, 
which follows from (6.2), (6.3). 
(iv) Relations (6.2), (6.3) imply for any t >O and NE IV 
inf{dk,(f):k= 2, . . . . N} = 
d;‘2+L(t), if N is even, 
dLN+ 1),2(t) 
7 if N is odd. 
For N even we have 
= -2-+2(t)30 (by (6.2), (6.4)). 
Hence (6.5) for N even follows from (3.5). 
The case N odd is handled in the same way. 
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(vi) First, (6.51, (6.8) imply 
.V 
6C c (1+d,Ik()-2<‘m, uniformly in x E R, t 2 0, NE N. 
kc -&’ 
(6.14) 
Hence, (6.7) follows from 
1 
$&gL ~Nwk,w--XINw)= (X,(t),g,(., r)> 
=hkg, ~d~%‘Fx’,(0))-2j-~ (J’,(s), I&(.,s)12>ds, 
which is a consequence of (1.7) (cf. (5.1)). 
(v) Condition (3.6) implies that 
supp(X,(O)) E C-K Kl for some K > 0 uniformly in N. (6.15 )
We obtain for m>2 
k,$(mK) = sup ke 1 ( { , .y[~]~:y~yIX*,(f)l >mK} 
=i l{kE (1, . . . . N}:sup IXk,(f)l >mk}l (by (6.2)) fS7- 
%(xk,(s)-X:(s)) ds>(m-1)K 
m#k 
(by (1.1), (6.15)) 
%(xk,(s)-x:(s)) ‘ds> (m- 1)’ K2/T 
mfk 
2 
vk(xk,(+x;(S)) ds 
m#k 
N 
<c- 
m2K2 (by (6.7)). (6.16) 
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Let K$(mk) = {k$(mK) + 2, . . . . N - k$(mk) - I } and KN(c, t) = 
{k~ (2, . . . . N): Ndk,(r)>c), t 20. Obviously, (K,(c, t) nK$(mK)j c/N< 
2mK. Hence, by (6.16) 
IWC, t)l d I { 1, . . . . N)\G(mK)l + IG(mK) n MC, t)l 
d CNce2”‘, uniformly in t E [0, T], 
if c>8, and if we choose m=c ‘I’ For CE (0,8] we obviously have , 
IK,(c, t)l <4Nc-*“. 
Due to (6.2), (6.3), K,(c, t) is for any t 2 0 the complement of an “inter- 
val” in (2, . . . . N}, which is symmetric with respect o (N + 2)/2. Therefore, 
there exists some -fN with KN(c) = K,(c, fN). Hence, the proof of (6.6) and 
therefore the proof of Lemma (6.1) too, is finished. 
B. The Local Equilibrium 
We show that for most of the time most of the particles are locally almost 
equidistant. For that we utilize the fact that the inter-particle forces are 
strongly repulsive, at least, if the distance between neighbouring particles is 
not too large. 
LEMMA (6.17). (i) For c>O, t>O let k,(c, t)=inf(k~ (2 ,..., N}: 
Ndk,(t)cc} and k,(c)=sup,,,k,(c, t)=inf(k~ (2, . . . . N}\K,(c)}. Then 
N-kdc, r)+ I 
f 
=l 
sup NEN 0 z c N4 ld”N”(t) - d”N(t)l* dt < Cv;(c)-‘. 
(6.18) 
k=kf”(c,t) 
(ii) For a, c>O let 
t< T:dk,“(t)<dk,(t)-ccforsomekE k~c) { , . ..> [y]}}. 
We set E = 0.001, and define aN= NE-‘/*, and _c,,+ co, such that 
max{_c,, V;(_C~)-~} = N”. 
Then 
lim I Tda,, _cN)I = 0, N+rn 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
and 
Ix”,(t) -x’,(t) - (k - 1) d;(t)1 < C(k - /)’ aN, 
k,lE (2, . . . . N)\K&d, t E CO, TI\TdaN, _cN). 
(6.21) 
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Note that by (6.9) the estimate (6.18) is nontrivial for any c > 0. 
Moreover, (6.9) is needed for the construction of a sequence _c,, + xy;, 
satisfying (6.19). 
Proof: (i) For any t 20 
Ifk 
3- l y’ If*z’ [v~,(Xk,(t)-Xpyt)) 
N k=kvfc.rl n=l 
+ WXk,(4 - Xk,‘VHl 
+; ; V:~(Xk,(f)-X(N(f)) 2. 
I=Zk 
By (6.2), (6.3), (6.9) each single term in the first and second inner sum in 
the last expression is positive. Hence, we obtain uniformly in NE N 
CO> I x (X,(t), I&(., [)I’) df (by (6.7)) 0 
CN,‘21 
= 
c N4 1 V;(Ndk,(r))- V;(Ndk,“(r))12 df (6.22) 
k = k,v(c. I) 
(by the symmetry of V,) 
N4V;(c)’ Id;(t) - dk,f ‘(t)l’ dt (by (6.9)). 
Now, (6.18) follows by (6.2). 
(ii) As above in the derivation of (6.18) we can show that for any 
(t,k)E[O, T)x {kN(c),..., [(N+1)/2]} with dk,“(t)<dt(t)-a 
<X,(t), I&(.9 tN2> 
2Np3 I’-b(Xk,(t)-X;-‘(r))+ V#,,(t)-X~1(t))12 
=N-3 &(dk,(t))- V~(dk,“(r))12 
(6.23) 
2 N -3a2N6 I V;(c)l’ (by (6.9)). 
Hence, by (6.7), IT,(a, c)l < C(N3a2 I V;(c)12))‘, and (6.20) follows by the 
choice of aN, _c,,. 
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For k, 1~ {k,,&), . . . . C(N+ 1)/21+ I>, k< 6 TV CO, Tl\TN(aN, ~~1, we 
have 
X’,(t)=Xk,(t)+ i d;(f) 
n=k+l 
l-k 
>Xk,(t)+(l-k)&(t) -(I-k)‘a,, 
whereas by (6.3) 
x’,(t)~Xk,(t)+(I-k)dkN(t). 
The last two inequalities and l&(t) - d’,(t)1 < Jk - II GIN imply (6.21). 
In the proof of Lemma (6.17) we use the regularity of X,, which is 
described in Lemma (6.1), in a very decisive way. In particular, (6.3) and 
the monotonicity properties (6.9) of V, allow in (6.22), (6.23) a certain 
reduction of the interaction to nearest neighbours. 
C. Relative Compactness of the Empirical Processes 
For any NE N the function t + X,(t) is an element of C( [0, T], B(R)), 
the space of continuous functions p: [0, T] + P(R), equipped with the 
metfic ~~~~-~~I/,=~~P,.~I~~~~~-I~~SII~. 
LEMMA (6.24). {X, = A’,(t), 0 < t < T: NE N } is relatively compact in 
C(CO. Tl, ~(~)J. 
Proof ForO<s~t<Tandf~C#!)wehaveby(1.8),(6.7) 
(X,(t) - XNb),f) = - j’ <X,(u), dv( ., u)f’> du 
5 
< 
U 
T (X,(u), I&(., u)l’> du 
112 
Ilf’ll 3c (t -sILi2 
0 > 
< c Ilf’ll SC (t - sp2, uniformly in NE k4, i.e., 
Ilx,(t)-X,(s)ll*~C(~-s)“*, O<s<t<T,uniformlyinN~kJ. 
(6.25) 
Moreover, we obtain for x(x) = 1 +x2 
(x,(t), x> = <J’,(O), x> -j; <X,(s),gX., s) I’> ds 
< (X,(O), x) + j’ (X,(s), IgXrsN*) ds 
0 
+ Cf; (X,(s), x> 4 
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i.e., by Gronwall’s inequality and (6.7), (6.15), 
sup sup <X,(t), x> 
NEN l<T 
< SUP 
NEN ( 
<~,dOh x> +JT <X.&), Idd.7 s)l’) ds) exp(W 
0 
< c.0. (6.26) 
It is known that any set 9”=(~~9(R):(~,~)6a}, a>O, is compact 
in 9(R). Therefore, we can apply (6.25), (6.26) and the Arzelh-Ascoli 
Theorem to finish the proof of Lemma (6.24). 
Next, we have to describe the limit process X, of any convergent 
subsequence {X,, : k E N >, i.e., to identify its dynamics. For simplicity, we 
omit the index k in the sequel. 
D. The Dynamics of X, in a Different Representation 
In this subsection we derive different approximations of (1.8), which 
describes the measure-valued process X, exactly. These approximations 
will be the starting point for the identification of the limit dynamics of X,. 
We begin with an exact formulation of (1.10). 
LEMMA (6.27 ). 
lim sup <xN(t)Tf> - (XN(o)yf) 
N-m r<T 
-g$ 5 VN#(X~N(S)--XIN(S))~~)(X~N(S))~~ =0,
k.l= I 
k#l 
f E mw~ (6.28) 
where we used the abbreviations V:(x) = ( --XC) V’,(X) and V:(X) = 
NV,“(Nx)for xzo. 
Proof As in (1.10) we have 
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=; + f c&vv(s) - Xl,(MXk,(s) - X’,(s))f”(Xk,(s)) 
k,l= I 
k#l 
- a $ f vgXk,(s) - X’,(s))(Xk,(s) - x’,(s))2
k,l= I 
k#I 
x f”‘@‘k,(s) + WY s, k, NJ&(s) - Xk,(s))) (6.29) 
with je(...)l d 1. 
By (6.5), (6.8) the absolute value of the second term on the right side of 
(6.29) is less than 
c Ilf”‘II oc, + $ 
1 <c f 
1 log N 
<c- 
,,,=,l+NIXk,(s)-X~(S)l N,=-,1+4Vl N ’ 
Now, (6.28) follows from (1.8), (6.29), and the obvious relation 
-XV’,(X) = v;(x). 
To save some notation we assume from now on without restricting 
generality in addition to (6.8) 
s V,(x) dx = 1. (6.30) R 
In this case gN( ., I) is a probability density on R, which by Lemma (5.5) 
satisfies 
lim sup I(x,(f),f> - <gd., t),f>l =O, j-e C#R). (6.31) 
N-cc t$T 
For the further investigation of (6.28) we need: 
LEMMA (6.32). Let 6, = g, or P,, where P,(x, t) = (l/N) xr=, d:(t)-’ 
1 (xy(,,,,&I,,(X). Th 
sup llbN(‘, f)ll,< cov PE CL ml. (6.33) 
NsN,r< T 
Furthermore, the measure X,(t)(dx) dt on R x [0, T] has a density x, wirh 
respect to Lebesgue measure, and 
lim bN=x, weakly in L2(R x [0, T]). (6.34) 
N-CC 
ProojI The uniform L”-boundedness of g,, resp. P,, has been stated 
in (6.14), resp. follows from (6.5). The uniform Lr-boundedness of these 
functions is implied by their positivity, 
f 
Iw gN(y, t) 4 = 1, 
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and 
The LP-estimates for p E ( 1, CXI ) follow by interpolation. 
To finish the proof of Lemma (6.32) we have to show by (6.31) (6.33) 
lim (PN(., f),f> = (JJ,(r),f>, N- x te [0, 7-1, j-e C;(R). (6.35) 
First, 
Next, we obtain 
ke {2. N;., K,(c,, 
d C llfll ,x (cN) p2s3 + Ilf’ll a cN/N (by (6.6)). (6.37) 
Since IWN)E:,N=,f(Xk,(t))- (XN(r)xf)’ = (l/N) kt-(x#)l G IlfII,lN 
(6.35) is a consequence of (6.19), (6.36), (6.37), and Lemma (6.24). 
The property of local equilibrium, in particular (6.21), gives a descrip- 
tion of the relative positions of neighbouring particles. As indicated in the 
introduction (cf. (l.ll), (1.12)), this can be used to simplify (6.28). 
However, when applying (6.21) we have to exclude the set of those 
particles and moments of time KN(_cN) x [0, T] u (1, . . . . N} x T,(a,, _cN), 
where (6.21) does not apply. Fortunately, (6.6), (6.20) imply that this set 
is small. Therefore, we can arrive at the following result. 
LEMMA (6.38). 
lim sup (XN(r)?f) - (XdO),f) 
N-CC 1<7- 
-if: (gN(.iS)rFCV~,PN(.rS)lf.f’)dSl=O, j-c C;(R). (6.39) 
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Proof Let us first remark the following consequences of (1.6), (6.8), 
(6.9). 
o<FC~,,pl<Cp, p E (0, 00 1, (6.40) 
II~‘C~1~~1llm~C~ (6.41) 
Next, we introduce the additional notation 
K;(gN)= {kE {2,..., N}\K&,): inf{ Ik- II :IE KN(cN)} > IV”‘}, 
and 
R N.k={iE{l,-, N}:O< Ik-II GN"}. 
Relations (6.5), (6.8) imply 
and similarly 
lim sup 
1 
c d?dJ z (/:IX;(r)-xl>NE.‘--l) 
V,"(x+.,(f)) =O. (6.43) 
N-q: 
From (6.5), (6.6), (6.20), (6.28), (6.42), (6.43) we conclude 
fE caw (6.44) 
Next, we have for fixed SE [0, TJ\TN(aN, _cN) 
505/88/2-9 
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+ llf”ll cc j$ ke K;Y(CN) ,,,FN. I vN#(fdkN(s))‘. c 
By (6.5), (6.8) the second term tends to 0 as N+ co uniformly in S. Then 
we note that any k or I occurring in the first term belongs to 
(2, ‘.‘9 N)\KN(_CN), and therefore we can conclude from (6.8), (6.21) that 
this expression is less than CN -‘N’ +’ II( V$ )‘[I nc N’“N”- 3’2 < CN4’- “’ 
uniformly in S. Hence, 
- (~Nbj, F[V,, PN(.,S)]f”) ds=O, j-E c;(w). (6.45) 
Now, we obtain forfE C:(R) uniformly in SE [0, r]\T,(cc,, _cN) 
I(XN(S), F[V,, PNt.3 s)lf”> - <gN(‘, s), F[V,, PN(‘, s)lf”>l 
d JR xN(s)(dx) jR dy vN(x - y) 
’ IFIV,v pN(x, s)lf”(x)-FIV,~ pN(y, s)lf”(y)l 
+1 
N c h vN(x;(s) - v) ks (I,...,N}..Kk(q,) I Iw 
’ F[ v,, pN(y, s)l If”(Y)1 (by (6.30)) 
+ c Ilf”ll a 
f I4 2 abCN’liN1 
vN(z) dz •+ s (IKNkN)I + N”2) Ilf”II r 
(by (6.5), (6.8), (6.33), (6.40)). (6.46) 
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By (6.6), (6.8) the second and third term on the right side of (6.46) vanish 
in the limit N+ co, whereas the first term is less than 
; 1 N” 
1 1 1 
ks Kk(c,v) ~=k- ,;:tl,k+ CA-I N d;(s) 
- - - - Ilf”II x d’,(s) 
+ c s, XIv(s)(dx) JR 4 VAX - v) If”(x) -f”(.Y)l 
(by (6.33), (6.40), (6.41)) 
sup N I&(4 - &(s)I 
/=k-[lP],...,k+[W] 
+ c j@ dz V,v(Z) min{ Ilf”II il, Ilf”‘Il =, I4 } (by (6.5)) 
dC N 
( 
lfENE~N+ i dz V,(z) min(1, lzl/N} , R > 
since any k or 1 occurring in the sum above belongs to { 1, . . . . N}\K&,,). 
Since this expression tends to 0 as N + cc, and since by (6.20), (6.30) 
(6.33), (6.40) 
G C IIYII 5 lim IIP, II m I T,da,, _cN)l = 0, N-m 
the proof of Lemma (6.38) is complete. 
E. A L2-Convergence Result 
In (6.39) the empirical process X, enters in a nonlinear way. Since the 
integral term does not depend continuously on X, E C( [0, T], 9(R)), we 
need for the study of its asymptotic behaviour some stronger form of 
relative compactness than that of Lemma (6.24). In particular, we shall 
utilize the property of local equilibrium (Lemma (6.17)) to show that P, 
converges trongly in L’([w x [0, T]). 
LEMMA (6.47). 
lim IIPN-xX IIZ=O. (6.48 ) 
N -. cc 
In (6.48) and its proof )I. II2 denotes the norm in L2(Iw x [0, T]). 
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Proof: Let us define for 6 E (0, 1) 
Then we obtain for N, N’ E N, N < N’ 
llPN-- PA* II2 6 2 sup lip&f - Ph4.6 112 + lip,., - P.V.6 112. (6.49) 
MEN 
Moreover, we have for fixed A 2 1 
T 
+4 sup dt I s 4 IP%& t)12 MEN 0 ilrl>Al 
+ sup IIP&fA - p, II: 
MEN { 
& Id” lPx(~ t)12 . (6.50) 
Let us investigate the asymptotic behaviour as N, N’ + co of the different 
terms in (6.49), (6.50). 
We obtain by (6.2), (6.3), (6.6) 
(KM(c, I)= {k~ (2, . . . . M}:Mdk,(r)ac}) 
< C&5!’ > uniformly in A4 E N. (6.51) 
Next, we have for p #O uniformly in M 
IPZ(H f)l 
M-k.~(l/G,tl+2 1 &rl 
=(2n)-l/2 1 ~ 
s M&(t) xk,-01 
exp( Qx) dx 
k=kM(l/&r) 
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1 
= (2n)“Z ‘p’ 
M - k&d l/b. 1) + 2 
X c 
k = kM( I,‘& I) 
1 
= (27r)‘!2 ‘p’ 
M-k,dl/&r)+ I 
X c 
k = knr( l/6. I) 
-exp(j~p/‘l’6,“- yt)) 
1 
&fp$l’“qt) 
+exp(i~~~-kw(lis,r)+2(t)) 
1 
~dy+-kdl/d.r)+2(f) 
(by (6.5)). 
This estimate and (6.18) imply 
rT I” 
I 
> 
l/2 
M4 Idk,(t)-d;l(f)12+ 1 
<C I 
“M ( 
1 M-kw(l/&r)+ I 
c 
k = kx( l/d. I) 
<c(v;‘(1/6)-2+ l), 
Finally, we obtain by (6.34) for aq 
t)12 
I 
7 
dt 
0 
M4 Idk,(t)-d~1(t)12+ 1 
> 
uniformly in M E IV. 
Aal 
(6.52) 
r 
lim dr 
s f 
& I@thc, t)- %/A t)12 
N,N’+m 0 (I/1ICAl 
T 
= C lim dt 
s s 
& 
XI<PN(., t),exp(ip.))-(P,v(., t),exp(i~.))(~=O. (6.53) 
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Inequalities (6.49 t( 6.52 ) imply 
llP,-P,~//;<C ‘P++p;‘(l;n,-‘+ 1) 
L 
.T . 
+ J 1 dt 4 1%~ t)-P,h r)l’ . 0 - :lvl<A: > 
By (6.53) this expression can be made arbitrarily small, if we first choose 
8, resp. A, sufficiently small, resp. large, and then let N, N’ tend to a. This 
fact and (6.34) complete the proof of Lemma (6.47). 
F. Ident@ation of the Limit Dynamics and Completion of the Proof of 
Theorem (3.8) 
The results obtained so far allow us to finish the proof of Theorem (3.8) 
fairly quickly. 
First, we obtain for f e C~(R) 
lim sup ‘(g,(.,s),FCV,,P,(.,.r)lf”)d~ 
N + 92 I< T IJ 0 
- 
6J$m IIg,/l* IIF’CV,, .111x lIPr+-,~,II2 Ilf”ll, 
{ 
+ :(g,(-,~)-.~,(.,~),F[V,,,~,(-.r)lf’~)dsJj=o 
IJ 
(by (6.33), (6.34) (6.40), (6.41), (6.48)). (6.54) 
Hence, we obtain by (3.7), (6.39), and Lemma (6.24) 
(xcn( .* t),f > 
= <Po,f > +;I,’ (.x,(.9 s), FCL’,, x,(., s)lf”> & 
f d;(R). te [0, T-J. (6.55) 
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Note that we have used here the fact that the validity of (6.55) for 
SE C:(W), which is implied by (3.7), (6.39), and Lemma (6.24), yields its 
validity for any f E C i( R). 
By (6.33), (6.55), x, is a solution of (1.14) in L’(R x [0, T])n 
L”(lR x [0, T]). Hence, to finish the proof of Theorem (3.8) we only need: 
LEMMA (6.56). Equation (1.14) has a unique solution in L’(R x [0, T]) 
nL"(lRx[O,T]). 
Proof. By (1.6), (3.2), (6.9) the function p(p) = PF[ V, , p], p 2 0, is 
differentiable and satisfies p(O) = 0, resp. P’(p) > 0. Moreover, (6.33), 
(6.34), (6.40) imply (x, t) + /?(x~(x, t)) E L’(R x [0, T]). Hence, Lemma 
(6.56) follows from [18]. 
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